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From:
Sent: Tuesday, 21 May 2019 4:20 PM
To:
Cc:
Subject: Buy-back approach

 

 
KPMG delivered a revised draft buy-back report last night and we met with Police this morning to discuss. 
 
KPMG has further analysed volume data it received from a major retailer to get a better idea of the 
distribution of firearms across the price list it prepared. Not surprisingly, this led them to conclude that firearm sales 
appear to be skewed towards cheaper models and they have therefore significantly reduced their estimate of 
potential costs of the various options. The high-end cost estimate of the most expensive options reduce to around 
44% of the original estimate so that the estimated cost range is now $107 million to $333 million – making the mid-
point cost of the most expensive option $220 million. These cost estimates are for the firearms themselves and do 
not include costs associated with parts, dealer compensation or modifying firearms.   
 
There are, however, significant uncertainties about volumes and hence costs: 

• the total volumes of each prohibited firearm category are based on the original estimates made by Police, which 
are subject to considerable uncertainty, and 

• the distribution data KPMG have used is from just one major retailer and the comparative data only covers a 
sample of firearms on the base price list  

 

 
While the new volume data brings the estimated cost of the most expensive option closer to the original cost 
estimate of $100 – 200 million, we recommend that a cautious approach be taken given the uncertainties associated 
with the number of firearms that will be subject to the buy-back. 
 
KPMG’s revised draft report now provides advice on a short-list of three options: 

• the original detailed pricing catalogue  

• a single price point for five broad types of firearms (MSSA, A-Cat centrefire, rimfire, shotgun – semi-automatic 
and shotgun - pump action), and 

• the detailed pricing catalogue, with a condition based discount based on six condition categories. 
 
One of the objectives Police are trying to achieve is that the pricing approach is seen as independent to demonstrate 
fairness. We understand, however. that Police considers (and we agree) that two assumptions made in the KMPG 
report are questionable – that:  

• 

• firearms do not significantly depreciate.    
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While there are clearly a number of other credible approaches the Government could take (e.g. multiple price points 
across the five broad firearm types, “insurance” based approach),

 We see the detailed pricing catalogue as being a useful 
approach to demonstrate fairness to firearm owners but that Ministers could agree to higher discounting of the 
price list than recommended by KPMG on the basis of not accepting the assumption that firearms do not depreciate 
significantly.    
 
We have agreed with Police that KPMG’s condition based option needs to be adapted/developed further to be 
simplified and focus on a more heavily discounted approach. Police are asking KPMG to develop this option based 
on simplified condition categories (very good, good, barely operable) or using age as a proxy for condition. Provided 
the discounting is appropriate for age/condition, this approach will further reduce the cost range. 
 
Summary 
 
KPMG’s review of distribution data has significantly reduced the cost of its originally proposed option to $333 
million, with a mid-point of $220 million. Given KPMG’s assumption of 100% compliance is considered unlikely, the 
actual cost is likely to be near or below the mid-point, although there are significant uncertainties about the volume 
data.   
 
KPMG’s discounted detailed pricing catalogue option should have a lower cost that the full price catalogue 
approach, although its draft report does not provide this information. The costs would be further reduced by taking 
a different approach to the KPMG proposed condition based discount and Police have asked KPMG to adapt its 
approach before finalising its advice.  
 
Rather than exploring further options, we consider the best approach is to accept the KPMG detailed price list, with 
appropriate discounting which should bring the cost of the buy-back within the range of the original Police cost 
estimates. Depending on the KPMG’s final approach to discounting, Ministers would have the choice of accepting its 
approach or applying further discounting on the basis that it disagrees with KPMG’s underlying assumption that 
firearms do not lose value with age (i.e. the approach is primarily based on an independent assessment which 
included industry feedback).  
 
If the Minister of Finance isn’t comfortable with this approach he could use his meeting with the Minister of Police 
this evening to ask that Police be directed to develop the Minister’s specific preferred option(s). 
 
We understand Police are looking to provide Ministers with final advice on the regulation related to the buy-back on 
Monday, for decision by Wednesday.     
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